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ABSTRACT
This study is researches conducted in 2010 which found out among other thingsthat in the low
socio-economic strata or society. Boys performed better thangirls in tests linguistic abilities and
are superior to them because they areburdened by domestic duties at home have less time for
academic work unliketheir male counterpart’s. This study therefore set out to investigate whether
inthe high socio-economic level of Sierra Leone where both sexes normallyenjoy same
opportunities, the same tendency exist.For the purpose of this study, three private schools
wereinvolved. A total of 50pupils comprising all Sierra Leonean pupils from the three schools
who passedthe National primary School Examination (NPSE) in 2010 were involved.These were
selected from the pass list at the three schools and identiﬁed fromthe West African Examinations
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Council.Chapter one is the introductory chapter containing:Statement of the problem background
to the study, objectives, terms andacronyms in this report. Chapter two is the literature review,
which consists ofviews of authors of textbooks and downloaded internet materials. This
chapterprovides a good background knowledge relating on to the dissertation topic.In chapter
three the various methods procedure that were used to collect theresearch information/data are
discussed. In chapter four the various informationgathered interviewees in the ﬁeld of study
(research area) are analyzed anddiscussed. And in chapter ﬁve the summary of the entire
dissertation activities and discussions are summarized. The conclusion and recommendations to
improve teaching and learning especially of agricultural science are also discussed in this
chapter.

INTRODUCTION
The ability to cope with problems is an integral part of Linguistics. Particularlyamong boys and
girls at the stages of transfer from primary to junior secondaryschool, researches have shown that
over the past 10 years most primary schools (NPSE)results are not encouraging especially in
Language Arts. Researchers have reportedthat our consultation among Language Arts teachers of
the following PrimarySchools in Mile 91 was related to the problems. The R.C Primary Schools
Mile91, Benevolent Islamic Primary school mile 91 and S.L.M.B Primary School Mile 91.The
R.C Primary Schools Mile 9l, Benevolent Islamic Primary School Mile 91 isa single sex
educational system operated by the Catholic Missionaries that has anenrollment of one thousand
Two hundred and three pupils and thirty ﬁve staffmembers. It is located at Bo road.According to
Sara Hawker and Joyce M. Hawkins, others of the Oxford PopularEnglish Dictionary and
“Liesaurus, 2002, they deﬁned a language as words andtheir use, method or style of expression
used by a nation or group” A renown linguist Hall R.A (1968-158) deﬁned language in his Essay
on languageas “the institution whereby humans communicate and interact with each other
bymeans of arbitrary use of oral- auditory symbols.
I perceive language as a means by which individuals or group of people interactssocially and
economically in an acceptable way and manner.Language is immensely a complicated media of
communication. How difficult onediscovers in the process of learning a language, and the ability
to acquire structuralmastering in childhood is one of the many wonders of human kind speaking
andwriting a language is a unitary activity.
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Vernacular education was encouraged in the former British territories. In 1953, forinstance the
International Committee of Language Education encouraged andapproved the use of ﬁrst
language (L1) in former European.African community languages were used in the colonial days.
Example, they wereused in classes l,2 and in Sierra Leone through translation: Before the
departure ofthe colonial masters in 1961, the missionary organizations had already
signaledsuccess in their literacy work. They had translated the Holy Bible in Limba,Mende and
Themne language and the native of these languages could now readand write them with
intelligibility. This gave rise to the demand for schools to beteaching these Sierra Leonean
Languages.
After the attainment of independence in l96l, those educated elites began to seethe need for the
introduction of indigenous or S/Leonean languages in our schools,as many of these elites started
comparing the educational system of thosedeveloping countries using their own language in the
educational system of theircountry.In l977, the honorable minister of Education Abdul Karim
Koroma and otherofficials of the ministry began the process of inclusion of Sierra
LeoneansLanguages in the school curriculum as they were the custodians of the policy
ofeducation in the country. This gave rise to the formation of the institute for SierraLeoneans
Languages (I.T.S.S.L). This institute was invited to initiated help theministry of education in a
feasibility study to make recommendation for placeswhere pilot schools were to be opened to
teach teachers in the four (4) NationalLanguages i.eMende, Limba, Themne and Krio.In 1978/79
workshops were held at Fourah Bay College (F .B.C) and MiltonMargal College (MMC)
respectively to teach teachers on how to use materials forindigenous language literacy in
S/Leone.
The introduction of our mother language (Li) in the school curriculum has injectedawareness to
Sierra Leoneans thus reducing the percentage of illiteracy in ourcountry. Even though the new
curriculum is in line with other developingcountries it has its own hopes.The system itself was
introduced in 1994 to replace the former types of educationby the National provisional Ruling
Council (N.P.R.C). It has its Sierra LeoneansLanguages as subject in response to the need of the
society, irrespective of tribe orcreed. Prior to the introduction of the Sierra Leoneans Languages
in the JuniorSecondary Schools in Sierra Leoneans Languages, these subjects have been taughtat
certain levels in higher institutions of learning as pilot surveys.The compliant have been based
on the lack of trained personnel who can handlethese subjects. Furthermore, there were no
prescribed text books on the SierraLeoneans Languages in Schools. Besides, it was not easy to
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give pupils thenecessary guide. It was against this background that the Ministry of Education
andother interested partners thought it necessary to incorporate the four (4) Nationallanguages in
the curriculum of the teachers training colleges in the country.
Recently, the government of Sierra Leone through the ministry of education hastaken the bold
step to adapt a new program of education the 6-3-3-4 systemnow 6-3-4-4 aimed at minimizing
wastages of resources time and reduces thedrop-out rate in the education system. Sierra
Leoneans Languages are newsubjects in the new program devised for Junior Secondary Schools
(JSS). Thegeneral aims and objectives of Sierra Leoneans Languages as contained in
theHarmonized National Secondary syllabus “Literacy in one national languageeventually to
include literacy in at least one Sierra Leonean Languages.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The main objectives of this study is to investigate some problems faced in teaching andlearning
Language Arts in the Primary Schools (three selected Primary Schools) inMile 91 To address
this thoroughly, the following objectives are taken in to considerations:
 To identify the problems faced by pupils, teachers and administrative personnel in
teaching and learning the Sierra Leoneans Languages in Junior Secondary Schools
in Mile 91
 Examine the causes of these problem faced by the pupils teachers and
administrative personnel.
 Make suggestion and recommendations to these problems so as to enhance the
effective teaching of Sierra Leonean languages in Junior Secondary schools.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The appendix was intended to elicit information from the respondents on the research topic-The
problems of teaching Sierra Leoneans Languages Juniorsecondary schools in Mile 91.In each
selected school, the following number of questionnaires were sent:Nine pupils, i.e. three (3) for
JSS (1) THREE (3) For JSS three for JSS 3 for eachschool, ‘one (l) for an indigenous language
teacher one (1) also for the head ofschool (Principal) and three (3) for inspectorate office. The
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purpose of this was tocollect valuable information on the subject under research ranging from
problemsencountered by pupils, teachers, principals and inspectorate officials.
The questionnaires included information such as teaching-learning materials,number of period
per week, teacher pupil ratio, pupils and administrativepersonnel, location of the subject on the
time-table age distinction andrecommendation.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This session reveals the critical moments in the research searched for authenticinformation
relevant to the topic under review.This chapter explains the methods or techniques employed by
the researcher incollecting or carrying out some of the useful relevant materials related to
theproject.This research project is concerned mainly with the problem surrounding theteaching
of Sierra Leoneans Languages in Junior Secondary Schools in Mile 91,Tonkolili District and
suggest solutions to these problem. It is also a search projectbased on current methods of
teaching the subject with special reference to thefollowing schools under study. »
 Benevolent Islamic Secondary School-Makeni (Non-C0-Education)
 St Francis secondary school-Makeni -(Non-Co-Education)
 Makeni Comprehensive Academy-Makeni -(Non-Co-Education)
 St. Joseph secondary school-Makeni- (Non-Co-Education)
 Birch Memorial Secondary school Makeni-(Non-Co-Education)
 Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood‘ Secondary Makeni-(Non-Co-Education)
The researcher in carrying out the study adopted the following methods to collectthe data from
the respondents of the study. Formal interview-the use ofquestionnaires, informal interview,
consultations, with informant and reading ofrelevant and pertinent materials.
AREA OF RESEARCH: The research was done in Makeni the Northern Region of Sierra Leone
in the Mile91, Tonkolili District six (6) schools were normally taking from the study
areaconsidering their location, population, site, sex etc. Below is a Map of SierraLeone showing
the area of study.
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
The researcher used the following methods to obtained vital information about thetopic formal
interviews (questionnaires), informal interview consultations.
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INFORMAL INTERVIEW: This was carried out to help beef-up the materialscollected for the
project. For instance, head of departments, other teachers andpupils, parents and other
stakeholders were informally interviewed for his purpose.
CONSULTATIONS: Resource person and books from Libraries were anotherimportant source for
information obtained in this research. This technique used bythe researcher helped greatly to
obtained information outside the questionnaire andinformal interviews carried out in the
research.The researcher went through out some text books, pamphlets, journals and othercase
study projects that Were relevant to the study.
SAMPLE STUDY:Population is the entire group affected by the problem of interest, Whiles
sample isonly a portion of a population.Because of the large number of junior secondary schools
in the study area, theresearcher used only six (6) schools in Makeni to collect the data, namely:
 Benevolent Islamic secondary school
 St. Francis secondary school
 Birch Memorial secondary school
 Makeni Comprehensive Academy secondary school
 Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood secondary school
 St. Joseph secondary school.
For each school nine (9) pupils, were chosen as informants making a total of eleven (11)
respondents per school and three (3) officials from the inspectorate office in Makeni. A total
of fifty-eight (58) respondents were targeted in the research that is forty-five (45) pupils, five
teachers, five principals and three inspectorate officials
DESK ANALYSIS: The researcher paid several visits to the various respondents to obtain firsthandInformation on the research topic.
DATA ANALYSIS: The researcher adopted the suitable statistical method in order to analyze the
rawdata that were collected in the field. The bar chart, histogram and pie chart wereused to
present the information collected, so as to bring out a clear picture of thefindings.
DATA PRESENTATION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION FUNDING DISCUSSION FOR
PUPILS TEACHER, PRINCIPALS ANDINSPECTORATE OFFICIALS
This caption gives a detailed presentation, analysis and discussion of the data collected from the
various categories of respondents targeted in these research.That is pupils, teachers, principals
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and inspectorate officials. The data is being presented in selections, tables and ﬁgures. In this
research six schools in Mile 91 i.e Benevolent Islamic Secondary Schools, St. Francis Secondary
School, Birch Memorial Secondary School, MakeniComprehensive Academy, St Joseph’s
Secondary School and Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood Secondary School were chosen for the
purpose of the research. Below is a table showing the number of pupils and the class being drawn
from.
TABLE 4.1.1: Showing the number of pupils and the class being drawn from
NO

SCHOOLS

TOTAL
JSSI

JSSII

JSSIII

1

Benevolent Islamic Secondary School

3

3

3

9

2

St. Francis Secondary School

3

3

3

9

3

Birch Memorial Secondary School

3

3

3

9

4

St.Joseph’s Secondary School

3

3

3

9

5

Makeni Comprehensive Secondary School

3

3

3

9

6

Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood Secondary

3

3

3

9

18

18

18

54

School
TOTAL

PRESENTATION OF AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR PUPILS
The demographic age distribution ranges from nine years to twenty years. The respondents also
from JSS 1 to JSS 3. In all the schools the age distribution from class are almost the same.

ANALYSIS OF AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR PUPILS
The demographic analysis of the age distribution of the pupils from the ﬁveschools cuts across.
In the table below. It shows the percentage of pupils engagedin the learning of Sierra Leoneans
Languages
TABLE 4.1.2: Shows the percentage of pupils engaged in the learning of Sierra Leoneans
Languages
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Age Distribution

No Of Respondents

Percentage (%)

Degree

9-11

12

27

96

12-14

18

4

144

15-17

4

20

72

18-20

6

13

48

Total

45

10

360

The above information is being illustrated below with the use of a pie chart.
Figure 4.1.1: Age distribution of Pupils Age Distribution of Pupils in Degree

DISCUSSION AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR PUPILS
According to the table and ﬁgure above it is discovered that the number of pupilslearning Sierra
Leonean languages fall between the ages 59-12. There is also a fall as they progress to the BECE
class, they tend to option for other discipline. It was suggested by respondents that, for the
subjects to be successfully learned it should be made compulsory till BECE.
PERSEN T ON PROBLEMS FOR PUPILS
Section deals with the problem of learning Sierra Leonean language by pupils in the ﬁve schools
at JSS levels. They faced problems such as inadequate teaching- learning materials (text-books),
poor methodology, location of subject on the time table, and lack of trained teachers.
ANALYSIS ON PROBLEMS FOR PUPILS
The problems faced by the pupils cut right across the ﬁve schools. That is, the problems faced by
the pupils at Benevolent Islamic Secondary School are thesame faced by pupils at St. Francis
Secondary school. These problems are being presented in a table form below.

PROBLEM FACED

NO OF

PERCENTAGE

DEGREE

BY PUPILS

RESPONDENTS

(%)

Lack of trained

5

ll

40

3

67

240

personnel
Inadequate teaching
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learning materials

ABL

Time-table factor

6

13

48

E

Poor methodology

4

9

32

TOTAL

45

100

360

4.1.3
:

Shown problems are being presented
The above data is being illustrated below with the use of a pie chart as ﬁgures inDegrees
Figure 4.1.2: Problems faced by Pupils Problems Faced by Pupils

DISCUSSION ON PROBLEMS OF PUPILS
According to the respondents 67% of the pupils ﬁnd it difficult to learn the subject due to the
absence of prescribed text books and other teaching learning materials compared to other
languages such as English or French. The location of the subject on the time table is another
problem as it is mostly placed at the end of the other 9% of the pupils pointed out that the
methods of teaching pupils is poor
Furthermore, 11% of the pupils also claimed that due to the lack of trained personnel, they loss
the zeal of learning the language. It is suggested that, the authorities provide adequate prescribed
textbooks, employ trained personnel and locate the subject in a better position on the time table.
PRESENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION FOR PUPILS
A total of 45 pupils were given the questionnaire from the ﬁve schools namely, Benevolent
Islamic Secondary school, St. Francis secondary school, Birch Memorial secondary school,
Makeni Comprehensive Academy, St. Joseph’s secondary school and Sierra Leone Muslim
Brotherhood. The pupils of these schools at J SS level made the following recommendation.
Provision of adequate prescribed text-books Better positioning of the subject on the time table
Employment of trained personnel Use of improved teaching methods Monitoring of teachers
activitiesWorkshops for pupils learning the language.
ANALYSIS ON RECOMMENDATION FOR PUPILS
These recommendations were made, given by the pupils in all the ﬁve schools as they were all
facing similar problems. This is being presented in the table below.
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DISCUSSION ON RECOMMENDATION FOR PUPILS

Most of the pupils put more premium on the provision and availability of prescribe textbooks i.e
44%. Another 16% recommended that the subject should be better placed on the time table
preferable during the mid-morning hours.
Further, 11% of the respondents maintained that the school authorities should employ trained and
qualiﬁed teachers and that they should use better methods for teaching the subject. There is a
request also that the teachers should be monitored and another 6% recommended that they too
should be given the opportunity to attend workshops on these languages.

FIGURE 4.2.0 DATA PRESENTATAJON ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION FOR
TEACHER
In this action, researcher tried to present, analyze and discuss the age, educational attainment,
problems and recommendation for teaching Sierra Leonean languages in the ﬁve
Juniorsecondary schools in Mile 91. Below is a table showing the number of teachers and their
schools taken for the research.

TABLE 4.2.4: Showing the number of teachers and their schools taken for the
Research
No

SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF TEACHERS
JSS I

JSS II

JSS III

1

Benevolent Islamic Secondary School

1

NONE

NONE

2

St. Francis Secondary School

1

NONE

NONE

3

Birch Memorial Secondary School

NONE

1

NONE

4

St. Joseph’s Secondary School

NONE

NONE

1

5

Makeni Comprehensive Secondary

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

1

2

2

2

3

School
6

Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood
Secondary School (SLMB)
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PRESENTATION ON AGE DISTRIBUTION TEACHERS
This shows the age distribution of the teachers in the ﬁve schools that are engage in the teaching
and learning process of Sierra Leonean languages in the JuniorSecondary Schools under study.

TABLE 4.2.5: Shows the age distribution of the teachers in the ﬁve schools
No

Age Distribution

No. of Respondents

Percentage

Degree

1

20-25

1

20

72

he

2

26-30

1

20

72

abov

3

31-35

2

40

144

e

4

36-40

1

20

72

data

5

41-45

-

20

72

5

100

360

T

table

Total

4.2.2 is being illustrated below using the pie chart in degrees.
FIGURE 4.2.3: Age Distribution of Teachers

Age Distribution of Teacher
144
72
72
72

DISCUSSION ON AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR TEACHERS
According to the table above and illustration most of the teachers teaching the subject are
between the ages of 31-35, this shows that there are many young people engaged in the teaching
of Sierra Leonean languages in the Junior Secondary Schools.
ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT FOR TEACHERS
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The information collected from the respondents gives an insight of the educational attainment of
teachers personally engaged in the teaching of Sierra Leonean languages.
TABLE 4.2.6: Shown the educational attainment of teachers

Educational Attainment

No. of Respondents

Percentage

Degree

Those with ‘O’ Level

-

-

-

Those with teacher certiﬁcate (TC)

1

20

72°

Those with Higher

2

40

144°

Those with workshop Certiﬁcate

1

20

72°

Those with lst Degree

1

20

72°

TOTAL

5

100

360°

TeachersCertiﬁcate (H.T.C)

This information of educational attainment of teachers is being illustrated with the use of
histogram.
FIGURE 4.2.4: The teachers teaching Sierra Leonean languages
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
T.C

H.T.C

Workshop Certificate

1st Degree

DISCUSSION ON EDUCATIONAL ATIAINMEN T FOR TEACHERS
According to table 4.2.2, it shows that most of the teachers teaching Sierra Leonean languages
are with Higher Teachers Certificate (H.T.C). It also shows that there is a lack of qualified
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teachers, as personnel with teacher’s certificationare teaching in Junior Secondary Schools
instead of primary schools.
ANALYSIS ON PROBLEMS FACED BY TEACHERS
The problems faced by teachers teaching Sierra Leonean languages cut across all the five schools
under the study. They face similar problems as highlighted above.-This data is being represented
below in table.
TABLE 4.2.7: Shown Problems Faced by Teachers
Problems Faced by Teachers

No. of Respondents

Lack of adequate teaching

Percentage

Degree

2

144°

Lack of in-service training

1

72°

Attitude of learners

1

72°

Location of the subject

1

72°

learning materials

TOTAL

5

100

360°

The above information is being illustrated below with the used of pie chart in degree.
Figure 4.2.5: Problems faced by Teachers

A Problem Faced by Teachers
144
72
72
72

DISCUSSION ON THE PROBLEM FACED BY TEACHERS
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According to the table above 40% of the respondents attribute, the poor performance of teaching
the subject to the lack of adequate teaching materials. Another 20% complained about the
learners attitude as most of them perceive the subject to be not meaningful to them. Also another
20% expressed dissatisfaction over the lack of authorities to conduct in-service training or
workshop so as to enhance their performance, another 20% also said the location of the subject
on the time table is another problem, as most of them have so many periods for other subjects
and Sierra Leonean languages are always placed at the tail end of the time table by the time they
are to teach the subject they are already exhausted.
PRESENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION BY TEACHER
The teacher of the ﬁve (5) schools under study made the following recommendations that will
enhance the effective teaching of Sierra Leonean languages in Junior Secondary Schools in Mile
91.
 Provision of adequate teaching materials
 Schools supervision
 Timely allocation of the subject on timetable
 Conducting of regular workshop/in-service training
ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDATION BY TEACHER
Since all the teachers in the five Schools faced similar problems they also made similar
recommendations, so as help them perform well in the teaching of Sierra Leonean languages.
The recommendation highlighted in the presentation is being presented in a tabular form below.
TABLE 4.2.8: Problems Faced by Teachers
Problems Faced by Teachers

N0. of

Percentage

Degree

Respondents
2

40

𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝒐𝒐

School Supervision by MEST

1

20

Allocation of Subject on the timetable

1

20

𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕𝒐𝒐

Conduction of workshops

1

20

Provision of adequate teaching‘
materials
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TOTAL

5

𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝒐𝒐

100

The above information is being illustrated below with the use of a pie chart in degrees
Figure 4.2.6: Recommendations

Recommendation
144
72
72
72

DISCUSSION ON THE RECOMMENDATION OF TEACHERS
According to the data above 40% of the teachers recommended that school authorities should
provide adequate reading materials (prescribe textbooks) so as to enhance their performance.
Another 20% recommended that the Ministry of Education through the inspectorate office should
be making regular checks and supervision. Twenty percent (20%) also requested that the subject
should be allocated at the appropriate time example in mid-morning, for better performance
another 20% suggested that the ministry and other organizations should be organizing in-service
training and workshops for Sierra Leonean languages
DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION FORPRINCIPALS
In this section the research presented discussed analyzed problems, role played,performance of
school and recommendation by principals of the ﬁve (5) schools namely:
 Benevolent Islamic secondary school,
 St. Francis Secondary School
 Birch Memorial secondary school
 Makeni Comprehensive Academy (M.C.A
 St Joseph’s secondary school
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PRESENTATION OF PROBLEMS FACED BY PRINCIPALS
Most of the principals of the school made similar complaints about the problem they are facing
especially in teaching Sierra‘ Leonean Languages. They faced with following problems:
 Lack of trained personnel
 Affordability of materials
 Provision of subsidies by Government
 Attitude of parents/ Community
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS FACE BY PRINCIPALS
The problems of administering a school that is offering Sierra Leonean languages are enormous.
Most school authorities face the problem of lack of personnel as people ﬁnd it difficult to accept
the fact that it is beneficiary to be literate in their local languages. This information of the
problems faced by principals of the six schools is outlined in a tabular from below. H
Table 4.2.9: Shown problems of administering a school A
Problems Faced by Teachers

N0. of

Percentage

Degree

Respondents
Affordability of materials

1

20

Lack of trained personnel

2

40

Provision of subsidies
Attitude of parents
TOTAL

20
1

20

5

100

Figure 4.2.7 The teaching and learning materials
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14
12
10
Series 3

8

Series 2
6

Series 1

4
2
0
Affordbility Materials

Lack of Trained Prsonnel Provision of Subsidies

Attitud of Parents

DISCUSSION ON THE ROLE PLAYED BY PRINCIPALS
According to the data 20% of the respondents admitted that they provided teachingand learning
materials to both the teachers and principals. Another set alsohighlighted that they have been
conducting in-service training and Workshops forteachers.The monitoring of provided materials
and teaching methods have been carried outby the various principals.
PRESENTATION OF PUBLIC PERFORNIANCE OF PUPILS BYPRINCIPALS
For the 2011/2012, academic years, the under mentioned schools, Birch Memorialsecondary
school, Makeni Comprehensive Academy, St. Joseph’s secondaryschool and Sierra Leone
Muslim Brotherhood gained the following in the subject at BECE level.
Benevolent Islamic secondary school sent 109 candidates and got 100 passes, St.Francis
secondary school sent 290 candidates and got 265 passes, Birch Memorialsecondary school
presented 350 candidates and about 243 got clear passes. TheMakeni comprehensive Academy
presented 723 candidates 500 pupils met therequirements for entry into S.S.S Level. The St.
Joseph’s secondary School alsomade 139 pass out of 148 candidates. The Sierra Leone Muslim
Brotherhood also got 301 passes out of 604 candidates for the academic year 2011-2012.
ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF PUPILS IN PUBLICEXAMINATION
(BECE)
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The above data gives an insight that the performance for the BECE exams for 2011-2012 was
very good as the percentage of passes for the various schools were over 95%. This information is
illustrated below.

TABLE 4.2.10 the table below shows the schools arid their performance at the BECE for
2011-2012 and 2012-2013.
School

No. of Candidates

NO. of

2011/12

Candidates2012/2013

Benevolent Secondary school

33

42

V. Good

St. Francis secondary school

20

29

Good

M.C.A Secondary school

13

22

Good

St. Joseph’s secondary school

12

20

Good

S.L.M.B. Secondary school

17

24

95

137

TOTAL

Performance

The above information is being illustrated below in a pie chart.

Table 4.2.11: The principals interviews the number of pupils
School

No. of Respondents

Percentage Degree

Benevolent Secondary school

2

30

82

St. Francis secondary school

2

30

82

M.C.A Secondary school

2

30

82

St. Joseph’s secondary school

2

30

82

S.L.M.B. Secondary school

2

30

82

10

15

410

TOTAL

DISCUSSION ON THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION PERFORMANCE OFPUPILS
According to the principals interviews the number of pupils who took the BECEExams for 20112012 rose from 75% to 98%. The performance for 2010 to 2011was 73%. There was a rise of
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18%. This shows that there have been more pupilstaking the public examinations on Sierra
Leonean languages than before.
PRESENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION BY PRINCIPALS
The principals of the ﬁve schools made the following recommendation that willhelp to enhance
the effective performance of the teaching learning process of thediscipline.
 Conducting regular workshops
 Employment of trained personnel
 Provisions of adequate teaching and learning materials
 Monitoring the use of provided materials
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON INFORMATIONPROVIDED BY
THE INSPECTORATE OFFICIALS
This section gives a detailed presentation and discussion on the problems roleplayed and
recommendations of the inspectorate office of the Ministry ofEducation, Science and
Technology.
PRESENTATION OF PROBLEMS STATED BY THE INSPECTORATEOFFICIALS
In a bid to enhance the effective teaching/ learning of Sierra Leonean Languages inJunior
secondary schools in Mile 91, the inspectorate office of the ministry of education needs to
perform certain functions but they were faced with the following problems.
 Shortage of staff
 Lack of logistics Eg Bikes, stationery etc
 Lack of appropriate techniques to monitor the teaching learning process of Sierra
Leonean languages.  Late funding from the ministry of Education Science and Technology
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS FACED BY INSPECTORATE OFFICIALS
The problems highlighted above, hindered the effective performance of inspectorate officials due
to the lack of adequate trained staff, logistics cooperation of the schools also effected the
monitoring of schools which offer Sierra Leonean languages. These problems are analyzed
below in a tabular from
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TABLE 4.2.12 These problems are analyzed below in a tabular
School

No. of Respondents

Percentage Degree

Benevolent Secondary school

2

44%

2200

St. Francis secondary school

1

33%

1200

Birch Memorial Secondary

-

-

-

M.C.A Secondary school

-

-

-

St. Joseph’s secondary school

1

33%

1200

S.L.M.B. Secondary school

-

-

-

4

110%

4600

School

TOTAL

This information is being represented below in a pie chart. Figure 4.4.1 showing the problems
faced by inspectorate offices.
Figure 4.2.8: Problem faced by Inspectorate Officials

Problems Faced by Inspectorate Officials

120
120
120

RECOMMENDATIONS BY INSPECTORATE PERSONNEL
The officials of the Ministry of Education through the insprate office made the following
recommendation so as to promote positively the teaching and learning of Sierra Leonean
languages.
 Employment of adequate trained staff
 Conduct in-service training workshops
 Prompt payment of fund
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 Ensure cooperation from school authorities.
ANALYSIS ON RECOMMENDATIONS BY INSPECTORATEOFFICIALS
The recommendations obtained by the inspectorate ofﬁcials are analyzed in the following table
and pie chart.
TABLE 4.2.13 Showing recommendations
Recommendation

No. of

Percentage

Degree

Respondents
Employment of more staff

2

44

220

Conducting in-service training

1

33

120

Provision of logistics

2

44

220

Prompt payment of finding

-

-

-

Better co-operation from school

-

-

-

15

121

560

authorities

TOTAL

This information is being illustrated below using a pie chart.
Figure 4.2.9: Recommendations by Inspectorate Personnel

Recommendations by inspectorate Personnel

120
120
120

DISCUSSION ON RECOMMENDATIONS BY INSPECTORATE PERSONNEL
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In identifying the problems, the inspectorate personnel made vitalrecommendations that will
promote the effective teaching and learning SierraLeonean languages. Due to the lack of
adequate staff, one supervisor had morethan 20 schools to cover and this leads to inefficiency
and ineffectiveness tomonitor the schools. This will eliminate the problem if trained and quailed
areemployed.The conduct of in-service training is also important to the staff as it will give
themthe techniques relevant to their Work.The provision of logistics is another important
recommendation as their movementfrom one place to other will make them succeed in their
duties.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Efficiency on the problems Sierra Leonean languages passes on pupils, teachersand
administrative authorities in the teaching learning process in Mile 91 one hasto consider the
diverse factors or way in which the effective teaching learning ofSierra Leonean languages
contribute to the development of the community. Thischapter will give a summary of the
research findings and make recommendation toproblem for effective teaching learning of the
subject.If these recommended suggestions are not treated with some amount of seriousnessand
taken into good faith, the teaching-learning of Sierra Leoneanlanguages in secondary schools in
general and Mile 91 in particular will have anadverse effect on the socio-economic status of the
school community.In carrying out this research on the topic “the problem of teaching Sierra
Leoneanlanguages in Junior secondary schools in Mile 9l”. The under mentioned problemswere
identified among the schools and these problems have similar effects onother sectors in life.In all
the schools the researcher visited there was scarcity of trained and qualifiedteachers for, these
subjects. There was a dare need for specialist or expert in thissubjects. The lack of
encouragement and motivation to entice graduates to taketeaching as a profession mainly gave
cause to the lack of train and qualifiedteachers in the classroom.
Another factor is insufficient/inadequate researcher. Since the subject is new thereare limited
textbooks available. The lack of these resources have played a pivotalrole in the ineffective
teaching learning of the subjects. The provision of adequateresources will make the teaching
more concrete and down to earth that moreexplanation and saves the teachers time and ‘energy.
The negative attitude of pupils towards the subject also played a key role in theteaching and
learning of the subject. The trained rating of science, mathematics,English language acts above
Sierra Leonean languages, therefore pupils should beeducated to know the purpose and value of
Sierra Leonean languages.
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Time allocation on this time table was another problem. The time allocated on thetimetable for
the subject was too small and mostly it was located at the tail end ofthe day usually offer lunchtime. When most of the pupils and teachers wouldhave been exhausted. The time allocated for
the subject is too short, by the timethe topic is being introduced the time may have gone threeforth as compared toother subjects on the time table.
The teaching method for some teachers was still traditional and examinationoriented. The
teacher should make learners realize the purpose and value of SierraLeonean languages and the
benefits of this discipline to the individual as well as tothe nation. The teacher should change
their negative attitudes towards this subject,be more enthusiastic and devise appropriate
methodologies teaching the subject. Inorder to improve the situation, the Department of
Education should provide in-service training courses and workshops for service teachers.
Lack of effective supervision by administrative authorities has also given rise tothe lack of
effective teaching. Principals and supervisor schools hardly. Attempt tomonitor the teaching
process So the kind of methods they were using whether toprovide teaching learning materials
for the purpose should be ensured.
Above all, and in finding the problems as discussed, there is much to be done tomake the
teaching of Sierra Leonean languages effective at Junior secondaryschools in Mile 91. The
conduct of Workshops / in-service training, will enhancethe effective teaching and learning of
the subjects. New teaching methods andtechniques need to be introduced to the teachers but the
lack of the opportunity fortraining, workshops / in-service course is giving rise to the ineffective
teaching ofthe subject.
CONCLUSION
Honestly, the researcher feels grateful to be able to write the project whichcatalogues many
salient topic and points that can attract many teachers as well asstudents’ teachers who have keen
interest in teaching Sierra Leonean languages.
The research findings, if put into practice can be educative, informative andrewarding. The study
of Sierra Leonean languages is a very important disciplineespecially in societies illiteracy is
rife.If given the seriousness its deserves, Sierra Leonean languages can make a Wholeschool or
community become the custodian of culture transmission and the societywell balanced citizens
who can be meaningful contributors to thecommunity.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The training of teacher for the teaching of Sierra Leonean languages should be arespond to the
new subject. In a meeting held at the Ministry Education by all the lecturers teaching the subject
at Teacher Colleges for the review of the T.C/H.T.C syllabus, it was agreed that the content be
made relevant and meaningful to the students offering the subjects at college level. It was
suggested that students should be given the option of majoring in Sierra Leonean languages. It is
necessary that, in-service training program or Workshops be conducted before the inclusion of
Sierra Leonean languages in junior secondary schools. Effort should be made to maintain the
pupil’s teachers, ratio in the teaching of Sierra Leonean languages. of modern teaching resources
should be made available by the Ministry of Education and other partners through the
inspectorate office in various regions in the country. Adequate teaching/learning materials such
as prescribed textbooks manuals etc should be available to the teachers and pupils as to enhanced
effective teaching and learning of Sierra Leonean languages. The ministry of education through
the inspectorate office and tertiary institutions to be utilized and to conduct in-service training
and workshops for teachers. Untrained and unqualified teachers should be given the opportunity
to up-grade themselves by pursuing higher academic qualifications, to meet the demands of the
6-3-4-4 system of education. The need should arise in them in order to continually charge their
professional batteries so that competence can be increases. Enough time should be allocated for
the teaching of sierra Leonean languages, at least one extra class should be added to those on the
time table. Furthermore, the placement of the subject on the time table should be reviewed,
instead of it being at the tail end of the time table, it should be brought forward to the earlier mid
hour of the morning time table so as to enabled both teachers and pupils to performed better.
The teaching method should be changed to take into consideration the aim and objectives of the
new subject and syllabus. Instead of the use of teacher-centered method, teachers should use the
modern method that is the child-centered method that is the child centered where in the pupil
would be actively involved in their own learning process.
In order to improve or create a positive attitude, for the subject, the teachers should be educated
on the purpose and value of the Sierra Leonean languages in the school curriculum. Teachers’
personal interest in the subject would be of great help in the direction. The ministry of education
and other partners should provide a team of supervisors inspectors and monitors, to monitor and
evaluate the extent to which Sierra Leonean Language lessons are taught. These supervisors also
enforce the writing of lesson notes by the teachers. This will promote the proper teaching of any
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subject. Also the team should monitor the use of the teaching learning materials in schools. The
Government of Sierra Leone should make the profession as attractive as possible so as to enrich
young men and women to undertake the long and rigorous training needs to qualify him or her as
expert in order to stay in the job. The cooperation of other teachers is necessary. It must be
remembered that the cooperation of others of vital importance for the proper teaching of the
subject.
Therefore, all other teachers should join hands with teachers of Sierra Leonean languages so as
to enhanced better performance. Until the above recommendations are heeded to, beit the
teacher, administrative authorities of Sierra Leonean languages ‘in junior secondary schools
pupils will continue to struggle fruitlessly. In conclusion the overall development of the child,
everybody, teachers, pupils and inspectorate office should cooperate with one another for the
effective teaching of Sierra Leonean languages.
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